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doesn't fit your image of the work world for wom‐

1930s garment workers were largely unskilled

en a hundred years ago, may I suggest this book?

while the milliners and dressmakers of the 1860s

Professor Gamber in this careful and subtly nu‐

were semi-skilled and highly skilled workers.

anced study makes a strong case for the impor‐
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off-the-rack garment.
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middle and upper class customers, Progressive
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that Gamber has collected is one of the finest as‐
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traits of some female entrepreneurs by locating
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records are a particularly rich source of personal
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late nineteenth century, the development of sys‐

business women and their families. One of the
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most fascinating portions of the book uses the
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records of Boston's Protective Committee; this

ing and trade secrets and "challenge the dress‐

committee intervened on behalf of women work‐

maker's most precious skill: her monopoly over
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cutting" (p. 138). This development would not only
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convince many would-be dressmakers that they

employers and their customers (members of the
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an. The development of the department store and
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the availability of factory-made dresses (altered in

women ("man milliner" was an epithet) and in
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Boston, a quarter were over thirty years old. Gam‐
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of dressmaking. The product had, of course, been

class origins of many of the "Madams" and, she ar‐

subtly altered: no one today would expect their

gues, dressmaking and millinery was one of the

clothing to fit as well as clothing made by a dress‐
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twentieth century in the millinery trade. Milliners
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had, unlike dressmakers, generally kept stock on

employee and a business that lasted only two or

hand and thus had to deal with wholesalers. The

three years had hopes and aspirations of grander

largely male world of wholesaling had accommo‐

things and that for a brief time she was able to

dated women entrepreneurs of "small means,"

create and live an independent life that she val‐

but beginning around 1900, wholesalers began to

ued, but I'm not convinced. This is a minor quib‐

"rationalize" their business. Business practices

ble about a truly outstanding piece of scholarship.

which had emphasized a personal relationship

We should be grateful to Professor Gamber for

between retailer and wholesaler now gave way to

uncovering this female economy and suggesting

more business-like behavior. This emphasis on

so many other tantalizing avenues for future re‐
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search.

made the wholesalers generally impatient with
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salers) spelled the end to the custom-made hat.
I would be remiss if I neglected to mention
the final consumer's role in this process: all of this
ready-made stuff was cheaper. Instead of having
one or two good dresses and one new hat a year, a
woman of modest means could afford more if the
dresses and hats were either entirely or mostly
factory-made. Gamber is careful to note the com‐
plex interaction among consumers, retailers,
wholesalers and producers in this process of
transforming an industry.
In this portion of the work Gamber does a su‐
perb job using millinery trade journals and the
publications of the proponents of "scientific"
dress-cutting techniques to substantiate her story
of de-skilling and de-feminizing millinery and
dressmaking. Indeed her use of multiple sources
makes her story a rich and complex one. This
book is must reading for any student of nine‐
teenth and early twentieth century labor history.
The only minor criticism I would make is that Pro‐
fessor Gamber has a tendency to push her sources
a little too far. Can we really know that the dress‐
makers and milliners took pride in their work,
that they considered themselves artisans? I want
to believe that the impoverished milliner with one
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